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In addition to our values and our governance framework guiding us, we have
created this code to provide a higher
level of guidance. This code will give you
an overview of the areas where we face
regulatory risks both as a company as
well as individuals working for Sevan
Marine. It is critical that you familiarize
yourself with this document, as well as
our Ethics Handbook and Business Ethics
Policy to fully understand the risks and
dilemmas we face, and the appropiate
way to handle those situations.
In the spirit of continuous improvement, it is important that
you always ask questions and raise your concerns if you see
something that could be perceived as unethical or something
that could be improved. Learning and dealing with potential
problems in a timely manner is the only way we can achieve
the highest standard of quality and integrity in everything we
do. We also want you to be driven to do your best every day,
and to be proud of the organization you work for.

–– Whistleblowing.................................................................. 26

______________________
Carl Lieungh
CEO
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Our Values

Safe and ethical workplace

Courage - to challenge established truths and to create new
innovative solutions

• Our people are our most important assets, and we have a
few principles to protect the well-being of all of us:

Openness - and honesty is a matter of course as well as a
prerequisite for our further learning and development
Respect - defines our attitude towards others in the global
environment in which we work and live
Enthusiasm - is our main driving force for successful
achievement of our objectives

–– We provide equal opportunity to all current and potential
employees without regard to race, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, national origin, age, disability, or any other
category protected by law. Discrimination or harassment
will not be tolerated from any employee or third party
dealing with Sevan Marine
–– We are committed to a drug and alcohol free working
environment, and prohibit both the use and possession of
illegal substances. Alcohol is only permissible at appropriate business functions, and is otherwise prohibited
–– Workplace safety must be a priority for us all to avoid injuries or cause other health risks to ourselves and our coworkers. We therefore have a comprehensive framework of
requirements and guidance in our operating system that
all of us must be familiar with
–– We not only strive to comply with environmental laws and
regulations, but conduct our business in a manner that
decreases the environmental impact of our activities
–– We are committed to adhere to international codes of
conduct to protect the human rights and prevent exploitation of people who directly or indirectly are involved in our
activities
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Business Integrity
• We shall always consider the following for all projects we
participate in:
–– The principles set forth in the UN Universal Declaration
of Human Rights shall be respected and considered in all
activities of Sevan Marine,
–– The principles set forth in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work shall be respected
and considered in all activities of Sevan Marine
–– Environmental impact shall be considered in all activities
of Sevan Marine, including in the engineering phase, to
continuously reduce the environmental impact over time
–– Corruption risks shall be considered in all activities of
Sevan Marine
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Corruption

Undue Influence

“Corruption is an insidious plague that has a wide range of
corrosive effects on societies. It undermines democracy and
the rule of law, leads to violations of human rights, distorts
markets, erodes the quality of life and allows organized crime,
terrorism and other threats to human security to flourish…
Corruption is a key element in economic under-performance
and a major obstacle to poverty alleviation and development.”
Former UN General Secretary Kofi A. Annan

It can sometimes be difficult to evaluate if a situation creates
a conflict of interest or if something or someone is causing an
undue influence in your decision. The criteria in the Norwegian Penal Code are as follows:

• At Sevan Marine, we are committed to make sure there is
no bribery in any of our activities, which means we have to
make sure all our business partners (e.g. suppliers, third
party representatives, contractors, etc.) adhere to this code
• Payments shall never be made to third parties if the
amounts are not commensurate with the service or product
received
• If a request for payment is received for an abnormally high
amount, you shall question the charges and ask for additional documentation to make sure there are no hidden
illegal “fees,” and then notify the CFO
• Sevan Marine has zero tolerance to corruption, which
includes facilitation payments (small payments to public officials to obtain services one is legally entitled to)

• The economic value of the advantage - gifts of a negligent
value and entertainment that takes place in connection with
normal business activities are not considered to create undue influence as long as they are within the policies of the
company. The appearance of intent to influence someone’s
decision increases the more lavish the gift or hospitality, or
the higher the expenditure in relation to travel or accommodation. Due care is therefore necessary to make sure you
are not crossing the line
• The position or authority of the persons involved - persons
in control functions and/or with higher level of authority are
expected to be conservative and avoid gifts and entertainment that could influence their decisions. On the other
hand, others in the company may be able to receive the
same gifts and entertainment without creating any undue
influence. It is for example different if a purchaser receives
a wine bottle right before or right after a bid decision versus
the office staff receiving one each year for Christmas

• No employee or director of Sevan Marine shall directly or
indirectly through a third party, offer anything of value to
influence the actions or decisions of any public official, any
person acting on behalf of customers or subcontractors/
suppliers, or any other third party
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Conflicts of Interest
• The purpose of the advantage - gifts or entertainment
given to influence a decision create an undue influence and
are therefore illegal. However, the customary practice of
inviting customers to a concert, seminar, dinner or similar
is allowed as long as the cost is not extravagant, and as
long as this happens openly and generally done with all the
customers or other similar business partners
• The level of openness around giving or receiving - if a
receiver of gifts or entertainment informs his or her manager
immediately after receiving a gift or invitation to participate in
a seminar, dinner, etc., it will not be considered undue as long
as it falls within the boundaries explained above. It is imperative
that the manager is informed of all relevant details for the situation to qualify as occurring openly, i.e. you cannot inform your
manager that you are going on a trip and leave out the information that a supplier is paying for the travel expenses

• You shall not participate in any transactions or other business arrangements on behalf of Sevan Marine where you
directly or indirectly have, or could reasonably be suspected
to have a personal interest, as this could affect your objectivity in your job duties
• Personal relations can cause a decision maker to consciously or subconsciously make decisions that disregards
the best interest of Sevan Marine and shall therefore be
avoided
• Here are some situations that could create or appear to create conflict of interest:

• Whether internal policies or procedures are breached - if
the internal policies of Sevan Marine or any of its customers
or vendors are breached, the situation could be deemed to
cause an undue influence depending on the circumstances

–– Engaging in business transactions on behalf of the Sevan
Marine with a close personal friend or relative

• What is customary within the industry or geographical area
in question - certain industry or cultural specific practices
may be deemed to not cause an undue influence as long as
it falls within the boundaries explained above

–– Having personal relationships with suppliers or other third
parties

• Whether policies of an industry network are broken - if policies of an industry network Sevan Marine belongs to are
broken, the situation may be deemed to create an undue
influence depending on the situation
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• Anyone employed by or acting on behalf of Sevan Marine
shall act in the best interests of Sevan Marine and take
appropriate steps to avoid situations and positions that may
create or appear to create conflicts of interest

–– Receiving gifts or offer of employment from a third party
–– Having ownership or role in another company

–– Engaging in communication with competitors

• If you identify situations where you may be unable to make
a decision in the best interest of Sevan Marine, you should
inform your manager and take all necessary steps to make
sure you are not and do not appear to be a part of the decision making process in question
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Hospitality

Gifts

• Meals and social events shall not be offered or accepted
unless:

• Gifts shall not be offered or accepted, unless:

–– Associated with a business meeting, seminar, or other
legitimate business purpose
–– The same is offered to others as a normal part of business activities
–– The value of the meal or social event does not exceed
200 USD
–– It is not offered frequently (no more than twice a year to
the same person)
–– It is not offered during a tender process or immediately
after contract negotiation

• All travel related expenses for Sevan Marine employees
shall always be paid for by Sevan Marine, and shall under
no circumstances be paid for by a vendor or other third
party. The only exception to this is if a customer pays for
business related travel that Sevan Marine otherwise would
invoice them for or if we pay for travel expenses for a supplier that the supplier otherwise would invoice us for
• Meals and social events shall not be offered to:
–– any political party official / candidate
–– member of a political organization
–– member of a royal family
–– employee of a government or government-owned entity
–– employee of any international organization (e.g. UN,
World Bank, EBRD, Asian Development Bank)
–– any agent, representative, or any known family member of
the above

–– It is a promotional item with a logo on it
–– The value of the gift does not exceed 50 USD

• Gifts shall never be accepted or given if it can be perceived
to influence someone’s decision or action, and therefore
never in tender situations
• Gifts shall never create any expectations or place the recipient under any obligation
• Gifts shall not be accepted or given frequently
• Gifts shall always be made openly, reported to management, and recorded through normal expense procedures
• Gifts shall always conform with local laws, business practice, and policies of the recipient’s company
• Discounts from suppliers or customers on private purchases may be accepted as long as such discounts do not affect
the prices Sevan Marine receives from that supplier, and as
long as it is offered to all Sevan Marine employees and the
employees of other companies having a similar business
relationship with the supplier or customer

• Social events other than lunch or dinner shall be pre-approved by the CEO
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Facilitation Payments

Sponsorships

• Facilitation payments are small payments made to government officials to secure services one is already entitled to.
The payment is not intended to influence the outcome of
the action, only the timing

• Sevan Marine may use sponsorship to promote its business
under the following conditions:

• Although facilitation payment is legal in accordance with
local law in certain countries, it is illegal in accordance with
Norwegian law, and it is a breach of company policy
• If a payment is required to avert an immediate threat to
your life or health, such payment is not prohibited, but must
immediately be reported to the CFO. Note that business
motivated payments will never be recognized as payment to
avoid threat to life or health of a person
• You are required to report any facilitation payments that you
have been requested or forced to make recently or in the
past so we can avoid these situations in the future

–– All sponsoring relationships shall be strategic and aligned
with Sevan Marine’s values
–– No religious or political groups or organizations may be
sponsored
–– There shall be no personal conflict involved in the decision to sponsor an organization
–– In situations where a conflict of interest exists, the conflicted individual shall withdraw from any associated decisionmaking process
–– Any sponsorship must be approved in advance by the
Board of Directors

Money Laundering
• Money laundering is the process of transforming proceeds
from criminal activities into legitimate money or assets
• When receiving funds from third parties, you shall:
–– Never accept payments in cash, and immediately report
any such proposals to the CFO
–– Immediately notify the CFO if you receive:
•• Payments by someone who is not a party to the contract
•• Payments received from offshore bank accounts, from
an account in a country the customer is not based, or
accounts that are not the account normally used by the
party in question
•• Requests to make overpayments
•• Requests to break out payments into individual batches
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Insider Trading

Data Protection

• It is illegal to buy or sell Sevan Marine stock based on information you have obtained through your work or position if
this information is material and not known to everyone else
who may trade the Sevan Marine stock

• Sevan Marine respects any individual’s right to privacy of
their personal data and is committed to adhere to all applicable laws on the use of personal data

• Information is considered material if it would be considered important to a reasonable investor when determining
whether to buy, hold, or sell the Sevan Marine stock
• It is also illegal to provide inside information to someone
else who uses that information to trade the Sevan Marine
stock
• You shall treat all information with due care and be restrictive with what you share with friends, family, and colleagues
to avoid that material inside information leaks out

• Personal data should always be obtained by lawful means,
and where required, with the knowledge or consent of the
individual the data is related to
• Personal data created, used, transferred to or stored on
Sevan Marine IT and communication networks or on media
provided by Sevan Marine may under certain circumstances be monitored and analyzed by or on behalf of Sevan
Marine
• Personal data should always be protected by reasonable
security safeguards against risk of loss, destruction, or
unauthorized access

Intellectual Property
• Intellectual Property (IP) includes patent rights, trademarks
and service marks, domain names, copyright (including
copyright in software), design rights, database extraction
rights, rights in know-how or other confidential information
(sometimes called ‘trade secrets’ or ‘proprietary information’) and rights under IP-related agreements
• It is everyone’s responsibility to safeguard and take advantage of Sevan Marine’s IP rights, and to avoid any misuse
of the IP rights of others
• You shall always make sure that employment agreements
and all agreements with third parties have proper nondisclosure clauses to safeguard our IP rights
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Export Control and Sanctions
• Sale, shipment, electronic transfer or disclosure of technical information, software, goods or services across national
borders is considered an export regardless if it happens
internally or to an external party. All transfers of documents
between countries shall be evaluated to make sure relevant
export control rules are adhered to
• Most countries have specific export control rules that
regulates these activities, and some countries have export
control treaties that may have specific rules for exports
between those countries
• Specific sanctions may also be imposed on certain countries and individuals. The sanctions on North Korea, Iran,
and Russia are current examples. Norwegian and international sanction rules shall be considered and followed for
all deliveries, and customers and other third parties shall
be screened to prevent that Sevan Marine indirectly is in
breach of sanction rules through supplying product or technology to a company that is target of asset-freeze or other
relevant sanctions
• Country of origin and classification of parts and equipment
shall be maintained in accordance with all applicable export
and import regulations
• Companies based in tax havens are considered high risk
and sales shall therefore not be committed before it is
known who the customer is and the owners behind it
• Hand-carrying of parts is in principle forbidden
• It is everyone’s responsibility to make sure they understand
the rules for exports, and that they seek legal advice if in
doubt
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Third Party Due Diligence
• Sevan Marine, its employees, and partners can be held
liable for improper payments made by suppliers, agents and
other third-party intermediaries
• All Sevan Marine employees and business partners shall
ensure that any third party involved directly or indirectly in
its activities can be trusted to act in full compliance with
anti-corruption laws and Sevan Marine’s policies
• No payments shall be made to a third party unless a Sevan
Marine employee can vouch for the legitimacy of the third
party and the transaction in question
• Contracts with third parties shall for all significant project
related purchases include clauses that commit the third
party to adhere to all requirements in this code. There shall
also be an audit clause granting Sevan Marine the right to
audit the books and records of the third party
• All suppliers for project related purchases shall sign the
Sevan Marine Supplier Declaration
• All government facing third parties directly or indirectly
involved in Sevan Marine’s activities shall be approved by
the CFO before they are engaged and an extended due diligence is required for these types of third parties. Customs
clearance brokers, freight forwarders, tax advisors, and visa
services are examples of these kinds of third parties that
interface with public officials

• All customers shall sign the Sevan Marine Code of Conduct
unless they have implemented a similar code themselves
• Engaging third party representatives or establishing joint
ventures shall be avoided unless it is a legal requirement
or there is a local content requirement Sevan Marine is
otherwise unable to meet. All such agreements shall be
approved by the Board after an evaluation of whether the
agreement is critical for Sevan Marine to achieve its strategic objectives
• All relationships with third parties, such as contractors,
consultants, suppliers, customers, etc. shall have a Sevan
Marine key account manager (KAM). The KAM is responsible for evaluating the third party and complete the third
party due diligence questionnaire to ensure the third party
is working in accordance with the same integrity standards
as Sevan Marine. If a third party is found to conduct illegal
activities in connection with its activities with Sevan Marine,
the KAM shall be terminated effective immediately if the
third party due diligence questionnaire is not completed or
similar evaluation documented

• All customers shall be evaluated to ensure it is known who
the customer is and who the owners behind the company
are to protect Sevan Marine from receiving funds obtained
from illegal activities or supply goods or technology to
parties that can not reasonably be expected to follow the
principles in this code
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Antitrust
• It is illegal to participate in activities that could prevent fair
competition, and the following activities could therefore
violate antitrust laws:
–– Collusive or cartel behavior:
1. Exchanging intentions or plans on future business with
competitors
2. Agreeing with competitors to engage in bid-rigging, to
allocate business, customers or projects or to fix prices
for certain services

–– Unilateral conduct: a company has significant market
power on a product, technology or service (in excess
of 50%), and that this dominant market position is used
to exploit customers through excessive price levels or
through other ways of tying the customer to the company
(for instance bundling of products and services)

• The following principles shall be followed to avoid breach of
antitrust rules:
1. If you are attending a meeting with competitors or
trade association, and discussions develop which may
violate antitrust laws, you shall:
•• Express your concerns regarding the appropriateness
of the discussion and request that the discussion stops
immediately
•• Request your opinion to be recorded in the meeting
minutes
•• If the illegal discussion does not stop, you shall leave and
immediately inform the CFO of the incident

2. Information exchange with one or more competitors
does not raise significant competition concern if the
information has limited or no strategic value. However,
the following information sharing is illegal:
•• Prices, costs and margins
•• Business plans and marketing strategies
•• Production levels and allocation of markets or customers
•• Current and future R&D projects and adoption of new
technologies or standards

3. If you are required to cooperate with other companies
in tender situations, you shall:
•• Keep a written record of the reasons for cooperation
•• Limit the exchanges of information that could be deemed
strategically useful
•• Put in place a confidentiality agreement that regulates the
information to be shared
•• Avoid exchanges of information that are unrelated to the
bid
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Recordkeeping
4. When participating in trade associations and similar
activities, you shall not:
•• Exchange strategically useful information
•• Participate in data collection or publication that could
reveal or enable members to predict individual companies’ behavior
•• Take part in discussions or agreements regarding technical standards to exclude competitors or create excessive
or unjustified barriers to market entry
•• Discuss or agree on terms to be submitted in current or
future tenders
•• Discuss or agree to blacklist suppliers, customers or
competitors
•• Engage in any initiative which may exclude existing or
potential members

• The books and records of Sevan Marine must fully and
fairly reflect all transactions and use of funds
• It is illegal and forbidden to create any false or misleading
records
• All third party partners of Sevan Marine must also keep
accurate books and records for the transactions related to
Sevan Marine
• It is illegal and forbidden to approve and subsequently
make a payment without adequate supporting documentation showing the use of company funds
• It is illegal and forbidden to use company funds for undisclosed or unrecorded transactions and to maintain “off the
books” accounts

5. The use of intellectual property owned by Sevan Marine may be critical for another company. It is illegal to
use the licensing terms to harm competitors. You shall
therefore not:
•• Unduly delay negotiations
•• Demand royalties that prohibits the product or service
incorporating the IP to be profitable
•• Condition or tie the use of a given IP to a different IP or to
the purchase of other goods or services
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Whistleblowing
• Any questions regarding the contents of this code should
be directed to the CFO
• Any breach of the principles explained in this document
shall be reported through the following channels:
1. Electronic notification via web-based solution:
https://response.questback.com/bdo/sevanmarine/
2. Send email to: integrity@bdo.no
• Failure to report a suspected violation will be treated as a
violation of company policy, and may result in disciplinary
action up to and including termination
• Reports made in good faith shall not receive retribution
even if the claims in the report are found to be incorrect
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Sevan Marine ASA - Arendal
Kittelsbuktveien 5
4836 Arendal
NORWAY
Phone: (+47) 37 40 40 00
Fax:
(+47) 37 40 40 99

Sevan Marine - Oslo
Verkstedveien 3
0277 Oslo
NORWAY
Phone: (+47) 91 70 40 00
Fax:
(+47) 37 40 40 99

Sevan Marine - Singapore
435 Orchard Road
Level 11, Wisma Atria
SINGAPORE 238877
Phone: (+65) 68 38 05 75
Fax:
(+65) 68 36 78 86

KANFA Group
Nye Vakås vei 80
1395 Hvalstad
NORWAY
Phone: (+47) 64 00 18 00
Fax:
(+47) 64 00 18 01
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